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Par Debra Anne Ross Lawrence, David Allen Lawrence, David Allen Lawrence : THE 3:00 PM SECRET: Live
Slim and Strong Live Your Dreams (English Edition) before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it would
be worth my time, and all praised THE 3:00 PM SECRET: Live Slim and Strong Live Your Dreams (English Edition):
Commentaires clientsCommentaires clients les plus utiles0 internautes sur 0 ont trouvé ce commentaire utile. 3 P.M.
Meal RoutinePar Stella CarrierThe 3 Pm Secret Live Slim and Strong: Live Your Dreams by Debra Anne Ross
Lawrence contains a foreword by her husband David Allen Lawrence. She also shares how she began her journey
during the 90’s. There are also pictures where she is showing multiple fitness exercises.

Présentation de l'éditeur"Since ancient times Sumo Wrestlers have perfected the ability to become very very fat! Their
livelihoods depend on it! They are experts! We can learn the SECRET to being slim from the experience and wisdom
of the Sumo's - by doing the opposite - The 3:00 PM SECRET!" * * "The 3:00 PM SECRET will give you results so
fast, you will never look back!" * * "The 3:00 PM SECRET is the last book you will ever need on losing weight." * *
"Living The 3:00 PM SECRET is so easy and such a positive experience, it seems like magic." * * "When your life is
devoted to your dreams rather than dinner, you will focus on those dreams and becoming slim just happens." * * "The
3:00 PM SECRET shows you how to quickly and permanently become slim and strong. If you are feeling hopeless, it
will inspire you to rediscover your dreams and show you how to have the body worthy of those dreams." * * "The
book was written for you if you have tried and failed at losing weight and have given up on your dreams." * * "The
3:00 PM SECRET is unique because of its motivation and its simple and innovative approach to eating." * * "By
focusing on your life and dreams rather than dinner, food cravings vanish." * * "The book has a site where readers can
ask questions and share their ideas and success stories." * * * BOOK REVIEW 1: "After Debra distilled her principles
for healthy living and proved them in her life, she discovered a passion for sharing her discoveries with others,
particularly those who have lost hope that their bodies will ever cooperate with their dreams. Observing that most
human beings are, well, human, Debra designed a set of lifestyle choices we all can embrace in our daily rituals. She
hopes you will hope again, and finally set yourself free to pursue your true destiny." Judge David A. Lawrence, 'Secret'
Admirer. * * * BOOK REVIEW 2: "Finally a treatise on achieving and sustaining one's trimness and fitness based not

on no carbs, low carbs, medium carbs or high carbs! Debra has cut through the contemporary and often baseless fads
to weight control and health. These two issues are inextricably linked one with the other, and success in achieving both
requires an understanding of the ways they relate. She presents an insightful tour d'force of reaching one's goals of not
fearing the mirror, the scale or your next birthday. A practical and easy to read journey to discovering The 3PM
Secret. This is a must for all of us who seek an end to the race for the next best fad, which most likely will fail as
miserably as the one before it. Debra's approach to becoming trim and fit is reasonable, simply presented,
understandable and most importantly - attainable!" Professor Channing Robertson, Stanford University.Présentation de
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